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FROM THE EDITORS 

Welcome to the November 2017 edition of the Divine Love Newsletter! It is with great pleasure that we bring you articles 

and news of events and accomplishments of our dear brothers and sisters in Christ from around the world. 

We celebrate the life of Percy D. Hayes who transitioned into the spiritual realms on October 11th. Percy, along with his late 

wife Phyllis, were instrumental in spreading the news of the New Birth in the Greater Vancouver area. They had their own 

television show called “The Psychics”, which was very popular and ran for more than eight years. Percy was a beloved soul 

who left this world a better place than he found it. Percy’s daughters Darlene Gaunt and Dorothy Clauson continue his legacy 

in spreading God’s Love and Light. 

William Montano shares a personal story about his search for the truth. Growing up fatherless, he longed for the Love of his 

Heavenly Father. While for a time, his mind was satisfied with New Age teachings, his soul yearned for the Love of God. 

Embarking on the path of Divine Love, he experienced a great inflowing of the Love which, in turn, led to soulful expiations. 

Through the support of community members and prayer, he kept his faith in God and pushed through the expiations. William 

feels he is now in a “better soul condition than ever”! 

Elizabeth Morana gives us soulful insights into our journey as human beings here on earth and beyond. Her reflections are 

too deep to summarize in a few sentences. You will have to experience them for yourself. 

Patricia Doyle describes her experience of attending the Afterlife Research and Education Institute (AREI) Symposium. She 

has been sharing the truths of God’s Love in hopes of being a presenter at a future conference. She sold 14 copies of her 

booklets and feels this spiritualist community is ready to embrace the Padgett messages. She, and several others from the 

Divine Love community, plan on attending next year’s Symposium in Scottsdale, Arizona, held September 14-16. 

Alex and Eva Peck present to us a beautiful poem. I think you will agree with me that they have a gift in creating poetry 

which is not only well written, but contains profound truths. 

We also have good news from Judy Gebhart who initiated a fund-raising campaign to provide a lifetime endowment fund 

toward the restoration of Helen and Helenita's headstone at Mount Olivet Cemetery. Not only did she achieve her goal, 

but she has just received the first photos showing progress of the restoration work. Way to go, Judy! 

____________ 

Many thanks to all our contributors for their support. We always welcome readers’ comments, as well as inspiring stories, 

project updates, retreat reports, articles, personal Divine Love reflections or experiences – anything that you think would 

be of interest to other Community members.  

Past issues of the newsletter can be downloaded from the Divine Love Community portal (username: members, password: 

DivineLove) or from the new Divine Love Sanctuary Foundation website. 

The Editors 

Contributions can be emailed to the editors at editors@fcdt.org 

(Michael Nedbal and Eva Peck) 

http://www.fcdt.org/community/
http://divinelovesanctuary.com/divine-love-newsletters/
mailto:editors@fcdt.org
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DIVINE LOVE COMMUNITY MAP 

The Divine Love Community map, (username: members, password: DivineLove), has 

nine churches/prayer groups, 26 ministers, and 78 Divine Love souls registered. If you 

or your group would like to be included on the map, please send us your email 

address, location and a picture (editors@fcdt.org) 

PRAYING ACROSS THE MILES  

 The fortnightly Monday evening prayers hosted by Al and Jeanne Fike in Gibsons, B.C. 

will for the next couple of months be hosted by Terry Adler and Barb Davies in West 

Vancouver. (Al and Jeanne are taking a needed spiritual retreat of their own to replenish 

and recharge. We wish them every blessing as they follow their guidance and commit 

even more deeply to their spiritual journey.) Prayers will take place every Monday in 

West Vancouver, at 7 pm Pacific Coast Time. For more information, please contact 

Terry. 

 The Divine Love Ministry invites you to join them for a Sunday Service on Skype at 10:45 

am Hawaii-Aleutian Time. Services consist of music, prayers, reading, and channelled 

messages. Please contact Michael for more info. 

 Jan Blackston coordinates a Skype prayer/study group on Thursdays and Sundays from 7:30 to 8:30 EST. The first 30 

minutes are spent discussing a message in the True Gospel Revealed Anew by Jesus volumes, and the last 30 minutes 

are dedicated to praying for the Divine Love. If interested in one or both groups, please contact Jan. 

 Tim Foley has a Meditation class in Sonoma, California every Monday at 6 pm Pacific Coast Time. For more information, 

please contact Tim. 

 Groups are also meeting monthly in South Wales, UK; Germany; Abbotsford, B.C., Canada; and Namibia. For meeting 

times and dates, click here.  

OBITUARY: REVEREND PERCY D. HAYES (JULY 29, 1931 - OCTOBER 11, 2017) 

Percy passed peacefully to Heaven on October 11th, joining his beloved soulmate 

Phyllis who predeceased him in 2000. He was ordained as a Reverend in 1972, 

and was a Trustee in the Foundation Church of the New Birth since 1991. Percy 

was a teacher, healer, and loving channel of light who taught and demonstrated 

the truth of God’s Divine Love. He will be especially remembered for his work as 

Santa Claus, and specifically as the "Guildford Santa Claus", having worked at the 

Guildford Town Centre in Surrey, BC, Canada for twelve years. Percy loved the 

spirit of Christmas and he shared this joy with many children and their families. 

Percy’s “Celebration of Life” was held on October 19, 2017 at the Valley View 

Funeral Home in Surrey, BC. Daughters Darlene Gaunt and Dorothy Clauson, and 

their families, thank everyone for their expressions of love. Darlene and Dorothy 

plan to write an article for the next newsletter issue on the special events that 

took place on the last day of Percy’s life. 

For more on Percy and Phyllis’ lives, visit this page on the history of the Divine 

Love movement in Western Canada. 

Photo from GraphicStock 

Photo provided by Darlene Gaunt 

 

http://www.fcdt.org/community/
mailto:editors@fcdt.org
mailto:mterryadler@gmail.com
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mailto:%20avonisjan@gmail.com
mailto:rev.timfoley@yahoo.com
http://board.divine-love-sanctuary.ca/viewforum.php?f=5
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MY STORY, MY TRUTH (WILLIAM MONTANO) 

Ever since I can remember as a young child, there was always something that didn't make 

sense in my heart about the doctrines and practices of my religion. When I would ask, why 

this and why that, I was always told, “those are the mysteries of our faith”. Still my heart 

was not convinced or satisfied and continued to hunger for truths. However, growing up in 

the Catholic religion and traditions, it seemed like there was nothing else for me to explore.  

I was raised by a single parent (my mother), who was physically abusive towards me until 

the age of twelve. There were four of us siblings, and my mother didn't know how to deal 

with the pressures of being a single parent. I was truly searching for love, the love of a father 

that I never had, someone I could call “dad”, someone who could protect me, pick me up 

and guide me in the right direction. 

Unfortunately, growing up without the love and support of a father, I came to believe that a 

father figure was not necessary for a child to do well in life. This led me to neglect my first 

two children with my first wife. 

As I grew older and had more freedom to search, I explored many different religions and doctrines, but none of them 

satisfied my hunger for truths and closeness to God. One day I gave up searching and decided not to believe in God as an 

entity, but rather as a substance in all creation, and I became a “new age” follower. But even though my mind took over 

justifying our existence through mere creation, my heart would still feel that there was a “Divine Creator” – my true Divine 

Father. 

One day as I was watching a you-tube teaching by one of my new age spiritual teachers, she was asked if she knew of a man 

who called himself Jesus, AJ Miller, and if she felt he was the real deal. Her reply was yes, this man is Christ consciousness. I 

immediately searched for this AJ Miller, aka “Jesus” and was amazed to hear some truths that resonated powerfully with 

my soul perception at that time. After just in a few days of devouring these truths, my heart and mind made a 180 degree 

turn towards God again. I felt so blessed that I had finally found what my heart hungered for all my life. 

However, after a few months of constantly watching AJ Miller, I felt I was not progressing spiritually, nor getting closer to 

people or God. I was becoming judgemental and felt justified in pointing out the flaws of everyone around me – just like AJ 

Miller was treating his audience. I didn’t like myself nor AJ Miller anymore, so I decided to stop following him.  

One day, however, I decided to follow up on one of his powerful messages where he mentioned the Padgett messages, so I 

immediately searched for these volumes and obtained them from the FCNB. These messages revealed the secret to me – to 

pray to my Heavenly Father to open my soul for the inflowing of His Divine Love and for the rebirth of my soul.  

I felt once again so blessed to have these most powerful truths at my fingertips. As I was reading these truths, I also felt the 

need for some spiritual guidance. One day when I got on my computer, Eva Peck’s website was on my screen, truly by divine 

intervention. My loving sister and angel in the flesh, Eva introduced me to beautiful people in the Divine Love community 

and I later joined two Divine Love prayer circles. 

Immediately after praying for this Divine Love in the prayer circles, I began to feel a powerful bliss and soul transformation. 

I started seeing things differently and in a more loving way. I suddenly became very emotional, wanting to cry out all my 

pain accumulated in my heart from a lifetime. I felt such a wonderful relief. For a long time, I felt like I was walking on water 

– feeling the love of God doing wonderful things in me and in my present wife and two new daughters. 

William as a child - photo provided by 
William Montano. 
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But one day, my wife pushed the wrong button, or should I say the perfect 

button (the next emotional error needing to be released) on me. This made 

me go off on her in an unloving manner. After that, I started feeling very 

troubled and disharmonious by a lot of issues. Emotions and feelings that 

started popping out in my life made me doubt the celestial truths and Divine 

Love of God. I was so devastated and disappointed with myself and God again 

because I thought that this Divine Love had already healed me completely. 

My sisters in Christ, Eva and Jan, and brothers Thomas and Mira kept praying 

for me and my family, never giving up on me. I cried and cried and asked God 

to tell me what had happened to me – where did I go wrong? 

God then answered my prayer and I was led to learn about "The Emotion 

Code" which is a natural way of clearing and releasing emotional injuries and 

blockages. It made sense to me, but it was not a divine process, so I was guided 

to consult with Eva about it and she sent me a couple of celestial messages 

relating to this, channelled by my brother in Christ, Al Fike. These messages 

explained exactly what I was going through – the expiation and purification process of my soul that is necessary for the 

rebirth of my soul for God to be able to use me. 

It is presently my soul perception, understanding and experience, that this beautiful Divine Love from the Soul of our 

Heavenly Father is actually flowing into my soul more than ever, and doing what it's supposed to do in my soul during its 

purification and transformation. It is dissolving and burning to ashes some of the emotional errors (which brings immediate 

bliss/the honeymoon effect), but the subtler errors need to be expiated, released, and pushed out by God's Divine Love, to 

be completely healed. 

Unfortunately, as these emotional toxins are released, they cause emotional, psychological and physical turmoil in us and 

our bodies. It must be our desire to acknowledge and release with love and without judgement, these hurtful emotional 

errors manifesting themselves as illnesses, diseases, and disharmonies in our physical bodies, discouragement, unloving 

thoughts, dislike of people and circumstances, loss of faith, temptations, judgment, and so much more. 

I am now in a better soul condition than ever, enjoying everything and everyone around me -- my wife, my two grown kids 

and my two little ones, and most of all, my relationship with my Heavenly Father. 

This is so far my story, my truth in search of love, in search of truth. 

THAT RIVER (ELIZABETH MORANA) 

It occurs to me as I awaken this morning:  The only true enduring 'me' is non-material, alive, forward-moving. That is ME. 

THAT, only.  

Sink into that. Into the true and only real, loving me. It is this that enlivens the impermanent ever-changing flesh. Bones and 

teeth thin out, muscles weaken, eyes dim, nerves fray. The river of the non-material self continues flowing. Its trajectory 

continues as the material, impermanent, visible, more easily manipulated self wears down and eventually comes to a halt. 

We understandably and inevitably experience fear when we identify solely with our material self. Its vulnerability is so 

painfully obvious. 

William’s family - photo provided by  
William Montano. 
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Can you sense your non-material core of effortless energy, 

that naturally-occurring life? Can you touch its edge? Can 

you sense a wisp of it? 

Maybe as you slowly awaken in your quiet house, after your 

dreams have floated away, leaving only the vaguest of 

impressions, does that slow-moving River of YOU become 

impossible to ignore? 

Maybe the blood coursing through our veins, carrying needed nutrients to our flesh can hint at the deeper stream of life 

that is enlivening this material, ever-changing, more obvious body? 

When others think of me, speak to me, talk about me, they are sure – and I am confusedly sure with them – that I am that 

image in my mirror and I look, surprised, at the changing face there. 

And I am shocked at the disappearance of my beloveds when they die. How could that be, I wonder. That is not possible. 

Inwardly, I twist in horror. 

Perhaps my shock and horror are not revealing the awful truth to which I must adjust. To which we all try to adjust. 

Let me look again. What has really happened here? What is here? What was here? I sit in silence, open, waiting. 

There it is again, that River. It is still moving in there. And the river of my beloveds – our mothers, fathers, sisters, brothers, 

our sons and daughters, and our beloved pets. They are all here too. 

All of them, those still enlivening the flesh and those no longer enlivening the flesh. They are here. I am here. We are all 

here. 

BURGEONING INTEREST IN AFTERLIFE STUDIES (PATRICIA DOYLE)  

 

In September, I had the pleasure of attending the Afterlife Research and 

Education Institute (AREI) Symposium, described by many of the participants, 

including myself, as a “love fest”. It was held in Scottsdale, AZ, with over 530 

people in attendance! The event was so popular that registration (costing $325 

per person) had to be cut off the week before because the hotel conference 

center could not handle more! 

This three-day event was jam-packed with 31 (yes, thirty-one) inspiring and 

entertaining presentations by celebrities like George Noory, host of the 

nationally syndicated radio program, Coast to Coast AM. I am now reading his 

third book, Talking to the Dead, which he autographed two years ago while I 

told him about the Padgett messages at the ASCSI (Academy for Spiritual and Consciousness Studies Inc.) Afterlife 

Conference. That conference, held in September 2015 in Scottsdale, AZ, had 300 attendees. The AREI is a new organization 

formed as an outgrowth of that conference. Since last year was skipped, this was considered the second annual symposium. 

AREI is a non-profit service organization dedicated to helping afterlife researchers, program developers, educators, and 

practitioners advance their work to help humanity evolve – to realize that we are eternal beings, death is just a transition to 

the next stage of life, and we are here to grow together in love and compassion. The Institute believes that this change in 

Image from pixabay.com 

Image from Patricia Doyle. 
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humankind will occur when afterlife communication becomes commonplace and we can have continued relationships with 

loved ones who have passed before us. They encourage and facilitate networking and dialogue. All work and services are 

provided for free (but the symposium is not free). 

This year’s symposium offered a selection of presentations by Reiki practitioners, hypnotherapists, authors, psychologists, 

NDE/OBE experiencers, professors, ministers of religion, mediums, life/spiritual coaches, metaphysical/spiritual explorers, 

and representatives from over twenty organizations, including:  

 Mark Anthony (psychic lawyer, famous evidential medium, entertaining, insightful, intelligent); 

 Suzanne Giesemann (author of 10 books, former U.S. Navy Commander, now an evidential medium);  

 Susanne Wilson (participant in controlled scientific research, known as one of the best and most skilled evidential 

mediums); 

 Roberta Grimes (attorney who reportedly co-authored a book with Jesus entitled Liberating Jesus, author of several 

books on the afterlife, AREI board member); 

 Victor and Wendy Zammit (AREI board members and Australian authors of A Lawyer Presents the Evidence for the 

Afterlife, bestselling and widely acclaimed book); and 

 Susan Barnes (international medium, communication professor, and spirit artist in Cassadaga, NY, teaches at 

Lilydale, gave workshop on organizing physical mediumship circles). 

At the banquet on Saturday night, scientific proof of mediumship was presented by the pioneering Gary E. Schwartz 

(professor of psychology, medicine, neurology, psychiatry and surgery at the University of Arizona). He also spoke about the 

SoulPhone technology that he and his assistants (on both sides of the veil) have been diligently working on for years. 

Craig Hogan, president of the board of AREI directors, gave the audience a sample of the Afterlife Connections procedure 

which he developed. This self-guided technique (freely available at selfguided.spiritualunderstanding.org) teaches people 

“how to guide themselves into a connection with loved ones on the next plane of life.” His demonstration gave us a brief 

experience of this. Prior to his work for AREI, Craig was a professor of business communications at three universities; 

curriculum and training administrator at two universities and a medical school; and director of his own online business 

writing school. 

The importance of being in continuous communication with our loved ones on the other side, and especially the Celestials, 

cannot be overstated. We receive messages from the spirit world and are influenced by the spirit world in everything we 

do! I love how AREI is striving to bring forth the parting of the veils, so that afterlife communication will become not only 

widely recognized and accepted, but also widely practiced! 

My purpose in attending the symposium this year (as well as two years ago) was to introduce the Padgett messages and 

Divine Love to as many people as possible, and to make connections so I could be considered as a speaker in the future, to 

present Jesus’ true teachings to a larger audience. This committed and professional audience is so ready for this! I put some 

of my booklets in the bookstore, and sold fourteen copies, even though I was not a presenter! I didn’t expect to sell any, but 

just wanted a chance for exposure, so I'm very encouraged by this. I also gave several away, as I usually do. 

The 2018 AREI symposium has already been scheduled for September 14-16, in Scottsdale, Arizona. They are offering a 

discount on membership until the end of the year ($25 instead of $39), and if as a member, you register for the symposium 

before May 15, 2018, the cost is reduced to $150. (To get the $150 rate, go to afterlifesymposium.org and click on the 

“Register" link. If you become a member for $25, you receive a $45 discount off the $195 fee, but only until May 15, 2018. 

I have already registered. Joseph Babinsky, Tim Foley, Joan Warden, and Terry Adler have expressed their intention to 

register to also take advantage of the “Super early bird” discount. More information is available at afterlifeinstitute.org.  

http://selfguided.spiritualunderstanding.org/
http://afterlifesymposium.org/
http://afterlifeinstitute.org/
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I am blessed to live during these exciting times, and to be part of the movement that is enlightening humanity on how to 

connect directly with God, and receive the immense blessings in store for us all in living with each other in a more evolved, 

loving way! 

MEMBER ACCOMPLISHMENTS  

 

 Joan Warden's third book, #Secrets of God, is a compilation of edited quotes from the Padgett messages in an easy-to-

read and to meditate-on format. It is available on Amazon in both paperback (with color images) and Kindle. Contact 

Joan at wardenjc@hotmail.com about her book discounts for this and other titles in her Divine Love series.  

 Renee Ritchie published a book of inspired poems and spiritual insights that came to her from a Higher Source during 

early morning hours, entitled S.O.S.: Souls "Our" Searching. Her hope is to inspire all to unite as one in love, kindness 

and gratefulness – since we are all on this life journey together. The book is available on Amazon in paperback and Kindle 

versions. 

 William Montano launched his YouTube ministry with two short videos, one in English and one in Spanish. He sees the 

goal of his channel as guiding viewers on the path to obtain the New Birth of their soul.  

 Helge Mercker, inspired by the 500-year anniversary of the Reformation, published a book in German entitled Martin 

Luther: Was lehrt er heute? (Martin Luther: What Is He Teaching Today?). It contains translations of Luther's messages 

received through Al Fike and James Padgett, as well as other messages, all tied together with discussions on important 

topics and tying in with the Divine Love Path. It is available on Amazon in paperback and Kindle versions. 

 Helge Mercker, with the help of Markus Jäckle and Klaus Fuchs, translated and published a book in German entitled Das 

Jesus-Evangelium: Der Weg zu den Göttlichen Himmeln (Jesus’ Gospel – the Way to the Celestial Heavens.) The book is 

available on Amazon in paperback and Kindle versions. 

 Helge Mercker has also been adding videos to her you-tube channel DivineLove PrayerSanctuary. Helge has published 

videos of the book "Living with the Divine Love" (English and German) and an “I am here” (English and German) series 

containing select readings of the Padgett messages.  

 Markus Jäckle is translating the Padgett messages into the German language. So far, he has translated messages 

received in the years 1914 and 1915. These messages are available on his website.  

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED 

Joan Warden is working on The Prayer for Divine Love Translation Project with Ian Nicol for his website Truth for all People. 

Besides English, the Prayer now has authentic translations in Chinese, Spanish, French, German, Danish, Norwegian, Czech 

and Dutch. If you can write in another language and would be willing to translate the Prayer and to share it, please contact 

Joan or Ian through his website. Thank you and God bless. 

 
Image from pixabay.com 
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POETRY CORNER  

Cherish the Present Moment 

Alex and Eva Peck 

 
Photo provided by Holly Bianco. 

 

How precious are times with friends, even moments that seem plain; 

For, once gone, they can never be experienced again! 
 

So, we need to savour and treasure our times with people; 

Using each moment to edify, for there may be no sequel. 
 

All phenomena come from causes and conditions in constant change, 

Like a rainbow that appears when sunlight hits a shower on a range. 
 

Occurrences influence each other in a constant dynamic, 

And nothing just happens in life’s events, so panoramic! 
 

The myriad causes and conditions that brought about a situation, 

Can never be recreated in just that exact formation! 
 

One unknown day, we will each leave this life totally alone; 

Nothing we can take with us from all that we presently own. 
 

Our family and friends, too, will all have to go their separate ways; 

So, while we have this precious life, let’s seek to live fruitful days. 
 

There’s a vital lesson and earnest advice in the lines above: 

May each of our encounters be filled with heartfelt love. 
 

Love is patient, not self-seeking, and is always kind; 

It doesn’t boast or envy; nor puts others in a bind. 
 

Love is not proud and doesn’t dishonour others, 

No record of wrongs it keeps, but hurts and wounds it covers. 
 

Love delights not in evil, but rejoices in the truth. 

Love never fails – in one’s old age, adulthood, and youth.  
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RESTORATION OF HELEN PADGETT FAMILY’S HEADSTONES 

In July, Judy Gebhart initiated a fund-raising campaign to provide 

a lifetime endowment fund toward the restoration of Helen and 

Helenita's headstone at Mount Olivet Cemetery. The 

endowment costs $1,000 for lifetime care and maintenance of 

the above-mentioned headstone, as well as the adjoining 

headstones of Helen’s parents and her two brothers. This money 

has now been raised and Judy has received the agreement from 

Mount Olivet Cemetery for the restoration of the headstones to 

begin. The cemetery will keep sending photos of progress to 

show how the cleaner works. The 

images here are the first received 

and show the progress after only a 

couple of weeks. More progress is 

expected as time goes on. 

There is already an agreement 

established for the care and 

maintenance of vases with flowers adjacent to the tombstones. It is therefore nice that the 

Padgett headstones will now also be cared for.  

If you’d like a PDF copy of the agreement, you can contact Judy. 

Dennis Tormey has kindly provided access to photos taken at Helen and Helenita's gravesite 

when he, Suzie, and Elizabeth Morana visited the area. New Divine Love followers will be able 

to see that Helen indeed was a real person who once lived on earth. 

 

 

 CHILDREN’S SANCTUARY NAMIBIA UPDATE (TERRY ADLER) 

Children’s Sanctuary Namibia (CSN) is in the process of applying to Canada 

Revenue Agency for charitable status. Once granted, this will allow CSN to 

issue tax receipts to Canadian donors. On Thursday, October 19, CSN had 

its first in-person board meeting at Barb Davies’ home in West Vancouver. 

They were thrilled to have present the founder, Helge Mercker, freshly 

arrived from Namibia that day. The board consists of Helge Mercker as 

President, Terry Adler as Vice-President, Judy Dunbar as Secretary, Betty 

Owen as Treasurer, and Mimi Gellman as member-at-large. The board is 

engaging a lawyer to assist with the preparation of the charitable status 

application. The process can take six to twelve months. Your prayers are 

invited for the continued success of CSN’s efforts in providing food, 

sanctuary and education to orphaned and vulnerable children in 

Drimiopsis, Namibia. 

Before and after pictures of the so-far restoration of Helen’s family 
headstone. 

Photo provided by Terry Adler. 

Before and after pictures of the 
restoration of Helen’s headstone. 

mailto:gebhart_judy@yahoo.com
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/l05ffe28xw7p10x/AAA-LSMsoK1l65ZbHcwqUh8pa?dl=0
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PADGETT MESSAGE VOL II, P. 317 

St. Paul’s comments on the preacher’s beliefs. Perfection is a relative term. 

I am here, St. Paul. 

I was with you tonight at the meeting, and heard what the young man said about perfection, and I agree entirely with his ideas 

and the application of the truth to the lives of human beings. 

He had the correct conception of what perfection means, and when he said that perfection is a relative term, he spoke the exact 

truth. No man can expect to have the perfection of the Father in quantity, but he may in quality; for the Spirit of Truth that enters 

into the soul of a man in response to prayer and faith is a part of the Divine nature of the Father, and the essence is the same, and 

the quality must be the same; but, of course, no man can obtain it to the extent of making him pure and holy as the Father is pure 

and holy. Even we who live in the high Celestial Heavens have not that perfection which the Father has. But let men know that 

even while on earth they can obtain this inflowing of the Holy Spirit in their hearts to such an extent that sin and error will be 

entirely eradicated. This, I say, is possible, but few men attain to such a state of perfection, because the worldly affairs and natural 

appetites which belong to mortals are always interfering to prevent the makings of the spirit in men’s souls so that perfection of 

this kind may take possession of them. But notwithstanding this great difficulty, and material desires of men, they should have 

this perfect ideal before them always, and strive to obtain the possession of it. 

I was much interested in the discourse not only because it was founded on a text attributed to me, but because of the right 

conception and the explanation made by the young man. 

I could see his soul and its workings, and I was glad to know that he possessed this Divine Love to an unusual degree, and was 

fitted almost for a home in the Celestial Spheres. You were benefited by what he said, and you felt the influence of the presence 

of the Holy Spirit at the meeting. 

If the people of this church would understand that there is only one thing that saves them from their sins and makes them at-one 

with the Father, and that is the inflowing of the Divine Love into their souls, which was what Jesus meant when he told Nicodemus 

that he must be born again, they would easily see that their doctrine of holiness is not only a reasonable doctrine but one in accord 

with the truths of God; for as this Divine Love fills their souls, all sin and error must disappear. 

Of course this is a relative matter, for it depends upon how much of this Divine Love is in their souls to determine how much of 

sin or error exists. The more of the Divine Love, the less of sin, and on the contrary, the more of sin the less of the Divine Love. 

But, I want to say with all the emphasis that I am capable of, that it is possible for a human being to obtain such a quantity of this 

Divine Love in his soul that sin will be entirely eradicated. This was the doctrine taught by Jesus, and this is the truth of God’s law 

of Love. 

I know that the great majority of mankind do not believe this truth and think it foolishness, and that those who claim that they 

have received this Divine Love to a great degree are enthusiastic fanatics, and not worthy of credence, but I want to tell you that 

no greater truth was ever proclaimed by the Master; and sometime, in the not far distant future, many men who are now merely 

intellectual Christians will believe and embrace and experience this great truth. 

You will find yourself much benefited by attending these meetings, and while there are some things in their creed to which you 

do not subscribe, yet they have the foundation truth that the Divine Love of the Father can clear their souls from all sins, and 

make them perfect, to the extent that they receive that Love in their souls. 

I will not write more tonight, but will say that the Holy Spirit which conveys God’s Love to man is with these people in great power 

and fullness and manifests its workings in a real and irresistible manner. And God is blessing them and giving them that faith which 

enables them to become overcomers and inheritors of immortality and homes in the Celestial Heavens. 

So without taking up more of your time, I will say good night and God bless you. 

Your brother in Christ, St. Paul 


